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A great shearwater captures a sand lance
in Stellwagen Bank sanctuary. A satellite
tagging project is studying shearwater
movements in local feeding grounds.
(see story on page 2)

Outreach Project Brings Stories to Life
Now entering its 21st year (Nov. 4 is the official anniversary date), Stellwagen
Bank National Marine Sanctuary has become a hotspot for ocean news. And with
400+ years of maritime commerce crossing Stellwagen Bank, the region is rich in
history. Stories ranging from shipwreck tragedies to modern research discoveries
abound. How can the public find out about these tales from Stellwagen Bank? A
new audio cell phone tour with companion mobile website now provide access to
dozens of sanctuary stories – Fathom That!
The project is a joint outreach effort created by the sanctuary and Stellwagen
Alive! Friends of the National Marine Sanctuary, with funding from a Hollings
Grant from the National Marine Sanctuary Foundation. “We’re really excited
about the potential for this project to bring timely sanctuary stories to the public in
ways that engage listeners,” said Craig MacDonald, sanctuary superintendent.
Fathom That! signs have been popping up all over eastern Massachusetts,
including nearly the entire Massachusetts whale watch fleet, several museums,
herring runs and assorted other locations. These signs direct interested viewers to
the various audio messages and web pages. “The potential for this program is
almost unlimited,” said MacDonald.
Fathom That! continued on page 8
www.facebook.com/SBNMS

www.youtube.com/user/SBNMS

http://stellwagen.noaa.gov/
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Seabirds Fitted with Satellite Tags to Study Movements in Gulf of Maine
Sanctuary Research Coordinator
David Wiley (left) and Linda Welch
(USF&WS) attach a solar PTT
transmitter to one of the 10 great
shearwaters tagged this summer.
The transmitters are small (see
comparison to U.S. penny. The
photo at right shows placement of
the unit on the back or a bird.
Credit (all
photos):
SBNMS

Researchers at NOAA’s Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary are using satellite technology to learn more about the
movements, life cycle, and feeding and foraging habits of great shearwater seabirds in the Gulf of Maine ecosystem. This
past summer, scientists attached satellite transmitters to 10 birds and tracked their movements. Battery life determined track
timelines.
Shearwaters are one of more than 30 species of seabirds that can be found in the sanctuary. They winter and nest in the
southern hemisphere, usually appearing in the Gulf of Maine in April to feed. However, little is known about how the
seabirds spend their time in these northern waters.
David Wiley, research coordinator for Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary, said seabirds are excellent indicators of
ecosystem health, including changes that may occur due to climate change. The birds can be seriously affected by
alterations in their food supply, which are often dictated by water temperature, currents or other factors, he said.
“In the southern Gulf of Maine, sand lance is the primary
food fish for most large predators, including whales,
seabirds, bluefin tuna, and other important commercial
and recreational species,” Wiley said. “For some reason,
the numbers of this forage fish fluctuate and have been
quite low over the past few years. We want to learn more
about how seabirds react to changes in their primary
food source and what factors cause changes in forage
fish abundance.”
The Stellwagen research team used satellite tags manufactured by Microwave Technology to track the movement
of 10 birds throughout the summer and beyond.
Researchers attached the tiny tags to the back of each
bird with fine thread. The team also collected body
weight as an indicator of the bird’s health and condition,
and blood and feather samples to study food habits.

Shearwater in flight. Credit: Elliott Hazen

Signals from the tags have allowed scientists to plot bird
movements as they relate to oceanographic features such as
water temperature, bathymetry, chlorophyll concentration,
ocean fronts and other factors that might result in increased
productivity or that concentrate prey.
The 10 birds were named for the funding foundations or
for communities that border the Stellwagen Bank sanctuary.
To view recorded shearwater tracks and for further
information about the project, visit:
http://stellwagen.noaa.gov/science/shearwater13.html.

Map shows movements of all
ten tagged shearwaters from
July 12 to October 31, 2013.

Project collaborators include U.S. Fish and Wildlife, the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, Acadia University in
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Marine Art Exhibit Begins its
2013-2014 Tour; Free Calendar
Available Online
Winning art from the 2013 Marine Art Contest
is now touring the region, with stops at: JFK
Federal Building, Boston (Oct.); New Bedford
Ocean Explorium (Nov.); Stellwagen Bank
National Marine Sanctuary, Scituate (Dec.);
South Shore Natural Science Center, Norwell
(Jan.); Audubon Society of Rhode Island,
Smithfield (Feb.); Salem National Historic Site
(Mar.); Cape Cod National Seashore, Eastham
(Apr.); and NOAA Fisheries, NE Regional
Office, Gloucester (May). The winning art and
all honorable mentions are also reproduced in
a new calendar (Sept. 2013-Dec. 2014),
available on the web at:
http://stellwagen.noaa.gov/pgallery/art_calendar1314.html

Art credits (clockwise
from top left):
Humpback & HerrIng
by Dan Woolhiser
(Swampscott HS);
Cormorants by
Isabelle C. (Boston
Latin School); Harbor
Seal by Dilara B.
(Lesley Ellis School);
Long-finned Pilot Whales by Hannah Qin (Art Corner, MI);
Horseshoe Crab by Sophia P. (Southbrook Academy);
Lion’s Mane Jelly by Wenxuan Cheng (Art Corner, MI);
Leatherback Sea Turtle by Kolbe C. (Homeschool);
Acadian Hermit Crab by Keegan Gilmore (Nauset Reg.HS);
American Lobster by Sophie Forman (Swampscott HS).
You can view all winning art from the 2013 contest, as well as award selections from
2005-2012, at http://stellwagen.noaa.gov/pgallery/kidscorner.html

2014 Marine Art Contest
Now Underway
The Massachusetts Marine Educators has
announced the 2014 Marine Art Contest; for grades
K-12; deadline is May 2, 2014. Art entries should
depict an animal or assemblage of animals that meet
the theme: “Amazing Ocean Creatures of Stellwagen
Bank National Marine Sanctuary.” Winning art
becomes part of a touring exhibition and will be used
in a 2014-2015 calendar. For more information, go
to www.massmarineeducators.org or
http://stellwagen.noaa.gov.
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Studies of tagged whales in Stellwagen Bank
sanctuary reveal bottom feeding techniques

concentrations of sand lance (a preferred prey fish), and that
the behavior is accompanied by the expansion of the animal’s
ventral (throat) pleats. Audio recordings done in concert with
the tracking information include scraping sounds.

Studies of tagged humpback whales in Stellwagen Bank National
Marine Sanctuary are revealing a variety of new feeding
techniques along the seafloor. These results follow upon recent
studies detailing bubble net feeding behaviors near and at the
surface.

Information was collected through the use of DTAGs
(synchronous motion and acoustic recording tags) and
Crittercam (T), National Geographic Society’s underwater
video and audio recording system.

Rather than a single technique, the researchers report that
humpback whales have developed three distinct types of bottom
feeding – simple side rolls, side-roll inversions, and repetitive
scooping. A newly released paper indicates that bottom side-roll
techniques are common in the Stellwagen Bank National Marine
Sanctuary and Great South Channel study area. The behaviors
are used by individual animals or as part of coordinated feeding
behaviors involving two or more animals.

“By visualizing the data with TrackPlots, we can actually
follow the whales’ movements over time,” said lead author
Colin Ware of the University of New Hampshire’s Center for
Coastal and Ocean Mapping. TrackPlot is a custom software
tool for DTAG data that produces a ribbon-like image in three
dimensions. “With these 3-D visualizations, we can follow the
path of the whale from surface to seafloor along with all of the
pitch, roll and heading changes while underway. By adding
Crittercam video, we now get a more complete understanding
of these various bottom feeding techniques,” said Ware.

“Tagging technology is allowing us to ‘ observe’ whales
underwater, much as land-based biologists study animal subjects
in their specific environments,” said sanctuary research
coordinator Dave Wiley, a co-author on the paper. “The data
have allowed us to detect new feeding techniques as well as
nuances in those behaviors. We have also determined that
bottom feeding is a much more commonly used technique than
the more popularly known bubble net behaviors.”

A side-roll is defined as a roll of between 45 and 135 degrees
from a normal orientation along the seafloor -- the most
common version uses a 90 degree roll with a downward head
pitch of about 30 degrees, which matches favorably with
earlier speculative sketches of bottom feeding. A side-roll
inversion involves rolls that continue past the 135 degree
orientation position. One humpback used a technique that
employed a repetitive sequence of moves approximately every
20 feet during which the animal rolled from a 90 degree
position to an inverted position, with some 10 to 17 of these
“scoops” per dive.
continued on next page

Bottom side-rolling feeding was previously hypothesized from
observations of scars on the jaws of humpback whales and from
earlier tagging projects. In the recent studies, researchers
showed that this behavior happens for extensive periods of time
at or near the seafloor, that it occurs in the presence of
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Researchers identified
several forms of side
roll behavior, including:
(A) Simple side rolls
oriented along the same
heading; (B) simple side
rolls oriented along
different headings;
(C) side roll inversions
within loops; and
(D) side roll inversions
oriented along the same
heading.
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Sand lance (also known as sand eels) tend to burrow into the
sandy sediments at night or form nighttime horizontal schools
close to the seafloor. Even when they are flushed from their
burrows, the fish stay close to the bottom. In addition,
Crittercam footage indicates that sand lance can form dense
mats along the seabed during the day. The side roll feeding
technique with extended pleats emphasizes width rather than
height, resulting in more efficient feeding when encountering
prey at or near the seafloor. Coordinated feeding may help
cluster prey or simply ensure that it does not escape.
Crittercam footage also showed for the first time a head-tohead orientation for two animals that were side-rolling at the
seafloor.
While this humpback bottom feeding behavior occurs at
relatively slow speeds, it does involve the expansion of ventral
pleats, which was once thought to require high speeds, as in
lunging. The researchers theorize that humpback side rolls
may be similar to the feeding technique of gray whales in the
Pacific. The three types of bottom feeding techniques may be
due to different prey distributions or may just reflect individual
preferences between whales.

These results were reported in the online and print versions
of the journal Marine Mammal Science.
(Ware et al. “Bottom side-roll feeding by humpback whales (Megaptera
novaeangliae) in the southern Gulf of Maine, U.S.A.” Marine Mammal
Science. 2013).

Researchers detected a side-rolling behavior in one whale that they
termed repetitive scooping. Here, the whale slowly advanced along
the seafloor, rolling every 5.6 meters (about a third of its body length).

Righty or Lefty: humpback whales show
preferences for sides

Whales may not have hands as we do, but they
do seem to show a preference for “handedness”
similar to humans. Based on studies of
humpback whale bottom side-roll behaviors,
researchers have calculated that 91 percent of
humpbacks are right-handed and 9 percent are
left-handed. About 10 to 12 percent of humans
are “lefties.” One particular pair of bottomfeeding humpbacks have seemingly put their
handedness to good purpose with a “righty” and
“lefty” working head-to-head and rolling inward
in what the scientists call “counter-phase
coordination.”
“It is very likely that such coordinated feeding
behaviors require practice and knowledge
associated with a long-term relationship between
animals. What keys the animals might use to
time coordinated movements when at the
seafloor, which would lack light at many depths,
is also unknown,” write the authors in a recent
Marine Mammal Science article. Handedness
had been previously theorized based on scuff
marks on the chins of humpback whales, with
proportionally more whales showing scars and
cuts on their right sides. Most of these whales
were observed in Stellwagen Bank National
Marine Sanctuary.
“Handedness” in humpback whales, confirmed
via DTAGs, was first reported in the journal
Animal Behavior in 2011 for which Dave Wiley
was also one of the co-authors.

This humpback, photographed during the 2009 tagging cruise, shows cuts and scars on
the right side of its upper jaw. Photo taken under NOAA Fisheries Permit #605-1904.

(Canning, C. et al. “Population-level lateralized feeding
behavior in North Atlantic humpback whales, Megaptera
novaeangliae.” Animal Behaviour 82 (2011) 901-909.
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Pop-Ups deployed for cod spawning study

New sanctuary exhibits installed

A project to study spawning cod, organized by The Nature
Conservancy, took to the water in late October. Five marine
autonomous recording units were deployed from the deck
of FV Sarah Ann in western Massachusetts Bay.
Researchers hope they will be able to detect audible grunts
emitted by the active male fish. These pop-up buoys
(anchored to the bottom with sand bags with a release
activated by a specific transmitted sound) were developed
by Cornell University and are managed by the sanctuary.

Interactive touch screen kiosks
focusing on the sanctuary’s
maritime heritage were
installed at two Maine
museums this past summer –
one at the Marine Maritime
Museum in Bath and the
other at the Penobscot
Marine Museum in Searsport.
These communities and the
sanctuary have a significant
maritime connection in that
many of the historic shipwrecks that now lie on the
sanctuary seafloor were built Information about sanctuary shipwrecks
and manned by residents
and maritime history can be accessed
on a new sanctuary kiosk at the Maine
from those areas. Historical
Maritime Museum. Credit: SBNMS
reports suggest that more
than 60 Maine-built vessels sank in the sanctuary region.
To date, five of those vessels have been located, and all are
now listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
Funding for these kiosks was provided by NOAA’s
Preserve America Initiative.

This set of buoys will be in the water until April. Recorded
data will then be used by a collaborative team from The
Nature Conservancy, the NOAA Fisheries’ Northeast
Fisheries Science Center, the sanctuary, Massachusetts
Division of Marine Fisheries, and fishermen from Sector X
to identify the time, relative abundance and location of
remnant cod spawning aggregations in Massachusetts Bay.
Such information is vital to efforts in the Northeast Region
to speed the recovery of the iconic cod.

Genevieve Davis, NMFS, and fishermen Paul Unangst and Phil Lynch
prepare to deploy a pop-up buoy near the western part of the
sanctuary to record the grunts of spawning cod. Credit: NMFS

Whaleship Charles W. Morgan visit to
Stellwagen sanctuary planned for 2014
A former whaleship, once renowned for tracking and killing
whales, will be making a pilgrimage to Stellwagen Bank
National Marine Sanctuary next year. Plans now call for the
Charles W. Morgan, the only surviving wooden whaleship
in the world and a treasured exhibit of the Mystic Seaport,
to make multi-week cruise to key former whaling ports and
present-day whale feeding grounds. Ports of call will
include New London, New Bedford, Provincetown and
Boston, with a multi-day transit into the sanctuary to assist
in whale field research. The Office of National Marine
Sanctuaries has agreed to become a partner in this
educational effort and the sanctuary will play an important
support role during the cruise and port visits.

Earlier this year, a touch screen exhibit dedicated to
sanctuary research on endangered whales was developed by
the Northeastern Regional Association of Coastal and
Ocean Observing Systems (NERACOOS), the Seacoast
Science Center and the sanctuary through funding from the
New England Ocean Science Education Collaborative
(NEOSEC). The unit has been placed in the Rye, NH
science center near an exhibit about Tofu, a humpback
whale killed by a ship strike. The exhibit profiles sanctuary
researchers Dave Wiley, Leila Hatch and Mike Thompson
and their work with humpback and right whales
The New England Aquarium’s sanctuary signage in the
Cold Water Gallery is now being modernized and updated
with new imagery and text. These panels frame two tanks
that illustrate two important sanctuary habitats: deep
boulder reefs and sandy banks.

Deputy Superintendent helps train
marine resource managers in Indonesia
Ben Cowie-Haskell, sanctuary deputy superintendent,
joined a National Marine Sanctuaries team of trainers for a
seven-day course on Sustainable Tourism in Bitung,
Indonesia on the island of Sulawesi in September. Thirty
participants from eastern Indonesia were introduced to a
variety of topics, including: acceptable change, marketing,
tourism impacts and revenue generation. The program was
funded by the U.S. Agency for International Development

Christmas Bird Count Scheduled
This year’s Christmas Bird Count on Stellwagen Bank will
be the first acceptable weather day between December 14,
2013 and January 5, 2014. This annual survey of winter
birds is jointly sponsored with Mass Audubon. The
Christmas Bird Count program is an international effort
organized by the National Audubon Society.

Ben Cowie-Haskell (seated far right) and course participants.
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In Memoriam: Long-Time Sanctuary Volunteer’s Name Placed in
National Marine Sanctuary Memorial Garden
Ruthetta Maxell
Halbower, a
S
dedicated sanctuary volunteer
who passed away on March 9,
2010, was named as to the
initial roster of honorees in
the National Marine Sanctuary
System’s Memorial Garden
on the grounds of the Dr. Nancy
Foster Florida Keys Environmental Center in Key West,
Florida.
Ruthetta Halbower was our “gold
standard” in the development of
Ruthetta Halbower
Stellwagen Bank sanctuary’s
volunteer program and was the first ambassador and volunteer.
She began her sanctuary career at age 73 and over eleven years
donated more than 11,000 hours. When she first arrived in
Scituate, with her background in education, banking and
hospital administration, she thought to inquire about potential
jobs at the bank office located on First Cliff. She soon learned
that this “bank” was something completely different. An
ocean lover, Ruthetta immediately offered her services as a
volunteer for the marine sanctuary.
Ruthetta embodied the spirit of sanctuary stewardship—she
was “game” for anything that would put a positive stamp on
sanctuary visibility. She had so many of the qualities that one
looks for in a volunteer: flexibility, unrelenting energy,
imagination, integrity, dependability, commitment and
selflessness. As a resident of Scituate, she was invested in
making Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary a
household word.

As our Chief Ambassador, Ruthetta always let us know what
the “pulse” was within the Scituate community regarding the
sanctuary climate. She recognized the importance of the
involvement of communities and the development of an
essential stewardship ethic, which she believed was vitally
important to protect sanctuary resources. Volunteering is
sacrificing one’s time, energy and services without expecting
anything in return. The passion behind volunteering never
seemed to wear thin for Ruthetta.
We keep a picture of Ruthetta in the copy/mail room—
Ruthetta in a neon-orange, gumby-like dry suit wherein her
petite frame is swallowed and her image dwarfed standing
next to 6’4” Ben Cowie-Haskell, the sanctuary’s deputy
director. It is a compelling photograph and when asked by
visitors, “Who is that?” the staff response is immediately an
affectionate and reverent salute to this spunky, twinkle-eyed
older lady.
The Memorial Garden was dedicated on September 11, 2013
in a ceremony attended by representatives from NOAA and
the National Marine Sanctuaries. Our very own Ruthetta was
one of the ten individuals afforded this special recognition.
Attending the ceremony were her two daughters, Lisa
(Halbower) Fenton and Ann Halbower. Sanctuary Superintendent Craig MacDonald offered remarks in remembrance of
Ruthetta’s many hours of service to the sanctuary.
Content for this article was contributed by staff members
Anne-Marie Runfola and Nathalie Ward.

In some sense her daily tasks might be considered modest—
answering the telephone, making copies, sorting mail, filing,
creating mailing lists, responding to basic sanctuary
inquiries—but all were tasks that contributed an immense time
saving to staff. She was always appreciated for her enormous
and unrelenting energy. Ruthetta demonstrated a quick wit,
was well-read, loved movies and had a sense of humor that she
brought into all of her tasks. With a demanding “sweet-tooth,”
she would race our superintendent, Craig MacDonald, to the
candy jar (and win)!
Volunteering for Ruthetta was never a solemn or strained
effort. She brought her own brand of kindness, graciousness,
humor and adventure to the tasks at hand. She had the ability
to adapt and be flexible in those situations that really make or
break the outcome of the situation.
As a team, we trusted her —being the first face that a visitor
meets is a responsibility, one that she demonstrated she was
well equipped for —welcoming visitors, the general public
and career professionals. In many ways, she was our
sanctuary glue—she viewed the sanctuary staff as family,
perpetuating that optimistic attitude through humor as well
as her ability to “tune into” staff needs. She was ever
conscientious to learn new computer technologies to assist us.

Ruthetta Halbower and Ben Cowie-Haskell modeled survival suits
during a safety training session at the sanctuary.

Fathom the Stories of Stellwagen Bank continued from page 1
Fathom That! is an ever-evolving program
that includes updates on timely research,
stories of unusual events, information about
sanctuary resources, and our “Tales from
Middle Bank.”

NOAA announces the end of paper
nautical chart products
NOAA’s Office of Coast Survey has
announced that the production of
traditional paper nautical charts will cease
on April 13, 2014. For many years, the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
has printed the charts and distributed them
to a nationwide network of chart vendors.
For the past decade, NOAA has built the
systems, products, partnerships, and
distribution systems to support the
maritime industry's evolution from stock
paper charts to digital files. Accelerating
the changeover is the increasing popularity
of Print-on-Demand charts, which are
updated at the time of printing and thus
avoid the long gaps between updates on
printed charts.

Examples of audio messages include;
“X” Marks the Spot: the tale of Henry
Stellwagen’s discovery of the bank;
New England’s “Titanic”: an accounting
of the last voyage of the steamship Portland;
Rum Running to the Bank: Stellwagen
Bank’s infamous history during prohibition;
I Can’t Hear You: how humans are making
the ocean dangerously noisy for whales;
Pickled Herring: the difficult plight of river
and sea herring in local waters.
Doing the Right Thing: an update on
North Atlantic right whale acoustic
research in the sanctuary.
Along with recorded audio messages, the Fathom That! project includes a mobile website
that can be accessed by linking to https://bycell.mobi/stellwagen or by scanning the
QR Code pictured here. The website provides detailed
background information about the various audio
messages and a host of supplementary materials,
including photo galleries, quizzes, and links to videos.
The whale watching section of the mobile site offers
Images and tips for identifying whales, birds and other
species along with common behaviors.
The sanctuary will be adding and updating audio
messages and web pages on a regular basis. If you
have suggestions for audio stories, web content or host
site locations for signage, please contact
anne.smrcina@noaa.gov or call 781-545-8026 ext. 204

Sanctuary Trivia: Stellwagen Bank was designated as a National Marine Sanctuary on Nov. 4, 1992.

WhaleSENSE program expands
throughout East Coast
WhaleSENSE, the voluntary whale
watching program initiated by NOAA
Fisheries’ Northeast Region, Whale and
Dolphin Conservation and Stellwagen
Bank National Marine Sanctuary in 2009,
expanded this year to welcome five new
members, bringing the total to 13
companies from Maine to New Jersey.
Over the five years of the program’s
existence, more than one million
passengers have taken a trip on a
WhaleSENSE participating vessel. The
program recognizes companies committed
to responsible whale watching practices
that provide an educational experience
while respecting the whales’ natural
behaviors. Visit http://whalesense.org for
more information.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
National Ocean Service
Office of National Marine Sanctuaries
Gerry E. Studds Stellwagen Bank
National Marine Sanctuary

http://stellwagen.noaa.gov/

